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Using Erotic Energy To Accelerate Your Leadership Development
And To Achieve Happiness, Satisfaction And Fulfilment

CONTINUOUS BENEFIC TRANSFORMATION

alchemistleader.com

HAPPINESS | INNER POWER | IMPROVED VITALITY | INTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL
HEALTH | LONGEVITY | EROTIC REHABILITATION | POLAR COUPLE REJUVENATION
REVOLUTIONARY LEADERSHIP ATTRIBUTES

ioana@alchemistleader.com | +44 7548 323 558
50, Camden Hill Road, London SE19 1NR UK

Leadership program available in LONDON | GENEVA | YOUR OFFICE 2017 - 2018 (see calendar below)
Special team offer: Every third participant from the same company is free

INNER ALCHEMIST LEADERSHIP PROGRAM | EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
Master your inner universe
Based on actionable research in neuro-endocrinology, psychology, brain neuroscience and cognitive behavioural therapy,
Inner Alchemist program provides a proven methodology for executives - single or in a polar couple - to accelerate leadership
development through superior intimate experiences that are based on love, perfect erotic continence, transfiguration, dignity
and integration. This program is about love, effective leadership and non-degrading sex. It brings a clear understanding of
the why, what and how of inner alchemy leadership. A model to reinvent fundamentally your life.

HOW YOU WILL DEVELOP
Inner Reengineering Through Superior Intimate Experiences
Learn how to create a winning inner universe to perform at your optimum and discover how your private intimate experiences
are immense opportunities for multiple and unexpected leadership benefits. Understand how to improve your intimacy,
arousal, orgasm, happiness, satisfaction, fulfilment and overall well-being.
Understanding Inner Energy
Learn how to access an immense reservoir of inner energy and discover the impact it could have on your professional
performance as well as your polar couple relationship.
Self-Awareness and Work-Life Integration
Learn practical techniques to develop self-awareness, self-control and mental focus that will impact your day-to-day
behaviours, activities and decisions to sustain your leadership performance. Understand the “How’s” of a “Whole Persona”
practice and a real work-life integration.
Erotic Strategy
Gain insights and practical techniques on approaching your private intimate experiences in your polar couple relationship
for happiness, vitality, health, inner power, enthusiasm, creativity, intuition and enhance your ability to lead with laser focus
towards transformation. Impove the quality of life (QoL) in an unprecedented way.
Participants
The program is intended for leaders who want to learn an innovative methodology on how to use intimate experiences in
their polar couple to boost their leadership capacity. It is relevant for those who are motivated, courageous and interested
to refresh their polar couple relationship. Actionable learning about your own inner energy, superior intimate behaviours,
emotional and mental processes, how to act upon and establish the context for accelerated leadership development.
Takeaways
Through lectures, discussions and Q&A sessions Inner Alchemist Program will empower you to:
• Raise your psychological capital, inner energy and self-awareness;
• Harness the latest neuroscience research on intelligent eroticism based on love, integration, perfect erotic continence,
transfiguration and dignity to embed sustainable behaviour change;
• Build your happiness, vitality, inner harmony and balance, creativity, will power, charisma, intuition and transcendence
power (helicopter view);
• Discover how to better manage your inner resources for effective leadership;
• Learn a practical framework that will reinvent your couple relationship and improve your leadership abilities.
IA TWO DAYS WORKSHOP FEES
DATES

LONDON
GENEVA

2017 / 2018
£ 2,000 (couple)
£ 1,250 (single)
FEB, APR, JUNE, SEPT, OCT, NOV, DEC
MARCH, MAY, JULY, SEPT, OCT, NOV, DEC

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
EXECUTIVES – SINGLE OR IN COUPLE

Does not include meals and accommodation
IA SEVEN MONTHS FEES
DATES
LONDON | GENEVA
Follow-up coaching sessions can be arranged. Minimum time:10 hours (£ 90/h)

alchemistleader.com

£ 7,000 (couple)
£ 4,500 (single)
SEPT

EXECUTIVES – SINGLE OR IN COUPLE
Dates and Locations are subject to change

The METASKILL
for high performing leaders
MEN & WOMEN
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INNER ALCHEMIST LEADERSHIP PROGRAM: SAMPLE AGENDA
Day 1
8:00 am- 9:00 am

Day 2
Registration and Breakfast

8:00 am- 9:00 am

Breakfast

9:00am - 10:30am The Pillars of Inner Alchemist Leadership
10:30am - 10:45am Tea / Natural Juices Break
10:45am - 12:00am The Bridge: Complex Taboos & Leadership Development

9:00am - 10:30am Key Frameworks Inner Alchemist Leadership
10:30am - 10:45am Tea / Natural Juices Break
10:45am - 12:00am Mastering Inner Energy - Tools & Techniques

Lunch: 12:00 - 1:00pm
1:00pm - 2:00pm
The Science of Superior Eroticism and Personal
Transformation
2:00pm - 2:30pm
Love and Leadership

Lunch: 12:00 - 1:00pm

2:30pm - 2:45pm
2:45pm - 4:00pm

Tea / Natural Juices Break

Intelligent Eroticism, Brain Neuroplasticity: Crucibles and
Developmental Phases
Group Discussion and Personal Integration

4:00pm - 5:00pm
Please note: sessions, breaks or locations may be subject to change.

1:00pm - 2:30pm
2:30pm - 2:45pm
2:45pm - 5:00pm
5:00pm - 5:15pm
5:15pm - 6:30pm

Mastering Inner Energy - Tools & Techniques (cont)
Tea / Natural Juices Break

Questions and Answers - Group Discussion and
Personal Integration
Tea / Natural Juices Break

Putting It All Together

Program Details
Recent neuro-endocrinology research is leading us to a greater understanding of how to improve couple relationships and
leadership capacity. Those who grasp the meaning and implications of this cutting edge work will be better equipped to
reinvent their intimate life and to improve their leadership effectiveness. This program provides hands-on tools, concepts and
techniques that were validated in practice by thousands of practitioners.
Issues we will examine include:
• Key principles of Total Resonance, Holography and Polarity in Leadership Development;
• 4 inner steps grid, neurophysiology of superior intimate experiences and embodied leadership;
• Mind-Breath-Erotic Energy Triangle: metacognition and benefits for effective leadership and harmonious couple relationship;
• Inner re-engineering processes - practical tools towards vitality, creativity, happiness, self-awareness, self-control, emotional
intelligence, empathy, intuition, mental focus and complex problem solving.
• Practical techniques to solve typical erotic problems: erectile dysfunction, low desire, body image and reduced libido for both
men and women.
The program has a multi-dimensional impact and is based on solid science, relevant and applied research and offers a
tested methodology for erotic rehabilibation and leadership development. What you learn here you can immediately put in
practice at home when you have your private intimate experiences in a superior manner. No jargon, no trivia, no physical
interactions, no offending language, no uncomfortable moments - on the contrary, everything is in a business format,
settings and language with a researched based approach grounded in science and practice.
GEORGE VASCAN
Program Director
EMBA, IMD Lausanne
Strategy Program, INSEAD
Certified Yoga & Tantra Instructor, Member of ESSM*

IOANA JIGAU
Program Manager

+20 Years Senior Executive Roles MNCs

Psychologist Practitioner
Certified Yoga & Tantra Instructor
Member of ESSM*

Worked / Projects for: BAT, VODAFONE, SAB MILLER, JTI, HBO, GSK,
T-MOBILE, SCHNEIDER-ELECTRIC

+7 Years Facilitator in Executives Programs
Projects for: SAB MILLER

ESSM* - European Society for Sexual Medicine

ESSM* - European Society for Sexual Medicine

“The Inner Alchemist is a model where you learn how to use couple
relationship experiences for leadership development. You access
a source of inner energy with which you can create a better vision,
communicate with more impact, motivate others with purpose, and
design winning organizations.”

alchemistleader.com

“You get a completely new perspective on how to boost
your leadership capacity. Personally you will learn
something that reinvents for the better your polar couple
relationship.”
The METASKILL
for high performing leaders
MEN & WOMEN

